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A. Colloids and surfaces 

Scope: Focus on key phenomena and concepts 

1. Particular properties of dispersed systems: surface area and interfaces, mobility, 
optical properties, electronic properties 

2. Types of colloidal systems:  
- dispersed systems: dispersion in liquid, overview of diphasic systems, 

mesomorphic solids, gels, porous solids, nanoparticles 
- self-assembling systems 

3. Surface energy and surface tension: phase boundary, surface forces and excess 
free energy and applications (coalescence and sintering, Ostwald ripening, 
wetting, adhesion, adsorption), Laplace equation and application (capillary 
forces), overview of  formulations of the free energy in relation with 
applications 

4. Wetting and adhesion: Young equation, application to heterogeneous surfaces, 
work of adhesion, powder dispersion, superhydrophobicity and Lotus effect 

5. Adsorption: insoluble monolayers and bidimensional pressure, Gibbs adsorption 
equation and consequence, adsorption isotherm, Langmuir model and isotherm, 
case of solid-gas interface 

6. Electrically charged surfaces (to be adapted according to time available: model 
of the interface (Helmholtz, Gouy-Chapman), interactions between surfaces 
charged surfaces, influence of adsorbed macrolecules. 

B. Surface analysis by XPS – Basic aspects  
Scope: Physical process - instrumentation - chemical information  - surface 
selectivity; global vision  

1. Electronic energy levels : notation 
2. Principle: physical process  elemental analysis, inelastic mean free path  

surface analysis 
3. Instrumentation: main points 
4. General view of a spectrum: different features 

 



  

 

 

 

5. Quantification : from complex reality to simplification for common applications 
6. Chemical shift : oxidation level and electron density, chemical state, peak shape 

and position 
7. Overview of methods of surface characterization: texture and morphology, 

chemical composition, physico-chemical properties, chemistry with spatial 
resolution 

C. Surface analysis by XPS – Particular aspects  
Scope: Analytical challenges: perspectives, methodology and input, output with 
performances and limitations 

1. Scientific attitude: sample - spectrum - information 
2. Peak decomposition and chemical selectivity: recommendations and illustrations 
3. Application to heterogeneous samples, information on spatial distribution: 

modelling, illustrations 
4. Particular problems: sample charging, surface contamination… 

 


